
On-site control center leads to success, 
introducing a wide variety of 
photo specialty products

Compatible with diverse types of printers

Encourages customers to order Photobooks 
with Image Organizer

Offers a wide variety of photo products

order-it lite
FUJIFILM On-site Ordering software
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Order-it Lite specifications

Template editing is possible, allowing creation of templates which meet the shop’s needs.

Flexibility to create various types of templates

PC unit OS : Windows XP Embedded (English)
 CPU: E5700 (3GHz)
 Memory: 2GB RAM
 HDD: 160GB (SATA)
LAN port Ethernet 10 BASE-T/100 BASE-TX � 1 port
Interface USB 2.0 � 6 port
Power Consumption 100-240V AC50/60 Hz

Service Standard Print
 ID photos
 Cards
 Posters
 Collages
 Photobooks
 Calendars

PC 
(terminal type)

Software

Required specifications OS: Windows 7
 CPU: Dual-Core 2.5GHz
 Memory: 2GB RAM
 HDD: C-drive 80GB

CD type

Shows a virtual Photobook automatically created from photographic data submitted by the 
customer who is ordering photo prints, to attract additional Photobook orders.

Automatic Photobook 
recommendation

Photobook

Card Calendar

A variety of 
photo specialty products

Automatically selects optimal photos based on face profile, brightness, focus and color, and 
lays them out. It simplifies the complex procedures, eliminating the customer’s reluctance to 
order Photobooks.

Image Organizer enables incredibly easy ordering and 
production of Photobooks

Easy to create Photobooks

Compatible with diverse types of printers, catering to various needs

ASK printers
for various photo formats 

and collages

Xerox Phaser® 6270 
Photobook Printer

for Photobooks, 
calendars and cards

Dry minilabs
for photo prints and 

posters

Digital minilabs
for photo prints and 

posters

Wide-format 
printers

for posters and canvases


